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Cloud Forward, From Distributed to Complete Computing

Cloud Forward is an initiative of the HOLA Cloud project. The event brings together experts from industry and academia to present and discuss the future of and beyond Cloud Computing.

**HOLA Cloud aims to establish effective mechanisms for efficient collaboration among the members of the Software, Services and Cloud Computing community.**

HOLA Cloud has initiated an advanced conference series named “Cloud Forward, From Distributed to Complete Computing”, producing and revising an Annual Technology Roadmap and providing an efficient venue for the members of the community to meet and exchange results and ideas for the future.

These events and roadmap will be supported by an advanced on-line platform and knowledge repository, the HOLA Cloud Portal, ensuring the persistent access to information for all stakeholders.

**HOLA Cloud results**

- The HOLA Cloud Portal, the one-stop-shop helping participants in the R&D and Innovation arena related to Software, Services and Cloud computing “make sense of research” with one click, and help researchers gain visibility for their work. It provides for SMEs and others access to the latest exciting research developments of potential interest for innovative exploitation. Discover and browse what’s in there for you at: [www.holacloud.eu/hola-cloud-portal](http://www.holacloud.eu/hola-cloud-portal)

- **Beyond Clouds**, the joint roadmapping exercise to understand how the competitive position of the European Cloud sector could be improved, and identify the way for achieving this vision. The first issue of the roadmap is now public, read more at: [www.holacloud.eu/hola-cloud-roadmap](http://www.holacloud.eu/hola-cloud-roadmap)

- **Cloud Forward** conference series, as central element for effective collaboration and roadmapping. Read more here: [www.holacloud.eu/conferences](http://www.holacloud.eu/conferences)